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2Produced in cooperation with the l’Office du patrimoine et 
des sites du canton de Genève, (DCTI) (Office for heritage 
and sites of the Canton of Geneva), Genève à la force de 
l’eau (Geneva powered by water) exhibition sets out to 
rediscover the many watermills which were once installed 
along the banks of the Rhône and other watercourses 
in the Geneva region. Before the industrial revolution, 
in Geneva as in other places in Europe, watermills 
mechanically processed basic products. They milled flour 
for bread but also extracted oil, fulled cloth, crushed 
powder for canon and ground paper paste.
During the second half of the 19th century, the Geneva 
mills began to decline in the face of new forms of energy 
which were better adapted to industrial development: 
pressurised water (1872) and, especially, electricity 
(1886).
Today, electricity is still produced from water power 
in Geneva. Water drives the turbines of the main 
hydroelectric stations in the Canton supplying one quarter 
of annual consumption.    
Genève à la force de l’eau is an original exhibition of the Musée 
d’histoire des sciences de Genève (Geneva history of science museum)
The exhibition runs from 13 May 2009 to 12 April 2010 and is 
accompanied by a teaching guide which can be downloaded from the 
museum website at www.ville-ge.ch/mhs  
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3Watermills, a universal mechanical process
Mills appeared in Roman times. They were the first 
machines to carry out heavy and repetitive tasks formerly 
undertaken by men or animals: milling flour but also 
hammering iron, fulling cloth, grinding beans, splitting 
hemp, husking barely and oats, crushing nuts, etc.
A mill taps the energy of running or falling water to turn a 
wheel. The energy produced by the rotation of the wheel 
is transmitted by various gears (originally of wood, then 
of iron from the 19th century) to different pieces of mill 
machinery: millstone, beater, hammer, fulling machine, 
saw, etc.
A range of hydraulic works ensure the water supply to the 
wheel: sluices, water intake, in-flow channel, retention 
basin, out-flow channel.    
Gears and toothed wheels
Although known since Greek times, the first practical 
application of gears and toothed wheels came several 
centuries later in mills equipped with a vertical wheel 
developed by the Romans. The gears and toothed wheels 
had three functions: transmission of the rotary movement 
of the wheel, speed reduction and change of direction.  
The first gear systems were simple wooden wheels 
with cylindrical teeth (also in wood) set around their 
circumference. In the Middle Ages, the toothed wheel 
was replaced by the lantern gear wheel, a sort of small 
wooden cage with cylindrical bars which offered better 
transmission of heavy loads. Finally, at the turn of the 
19th century iron gears appeared along with pulley and 
belt transmission systems. 
4Wheels and turbines
Wheels are the motors of mills. They capture the kinetic 
energy (the force of the current) or the potential energy 
(the height of the fall of water) and transform it into a 
rotary movement. This is transmitted to various mill 
machines by the transmission system.  
Developed during the first half of the 19th century, iron 
turbines have a higher production than traditional wheels 
because they capture the water over the whole of their 
surface rather than simply a part of their circumference.  
Mills in the Geneva countryside
Unlike the mills established on the Rhône, those in the 
Geneva countryside had one or several vertical wheels set 
against the wall of the building housing the machinery. 
They were not necessarily sited directly on a watercourse. 
In these cases, the water which drove the wheels was 
diverted from the river by a feed canal. In times of low 
flow, a storage basin with a sluice ensured the supply of 
water. 
The energy potential of the mill depended on the 
difference in height between the highest point of the 
water source falling on the wheel and the base of the 
wheel. These types of mill were mainly used to mill wheat 
and grind vegetable matter. There were also hammer 
mills where agricultural implements were manufactured.  
Sawmills were not generally developed until the 18th 
century.     
Most of the mills have now been converted into houses 
and their wheels and transmission systems have been 
dismantled. Their traces have all but disappeared 
although reminders do remain in place names (chemins 
du moulin de Vert, du moulin des Frères, du moulin de 
Drize, du moulin Roget, etc.). 
5The power of the Rhône
Mills in Geneva are first mentioned in the 6th century.  
They were concentrated near to l’Ile, especially on the 
right branch of the river where the current is strongest.  
They were mainly used for milling flour and were closely 
controlled by the authorities who feared food shortages.  
At the time bread was the staple food of the population.  
However, other mills hammered iron, prepared powder 
for canon, or tannin for the treatment of leather. 
From the 16th century, with the arrival of Huguenot 
refugees, more flour mills were constructed but also new 
installations: mills to full and thicken cloth, to recuperate 
gold waste and, later, to grind cocoa beans. As the 
number of mills began to reach saturation point, new 
ones were constructed downstream at Coulouvrenière 
and at Saint-Jean outside the city walls.   
The end of the Geneva mills
From 1860, the traditional water wheels were gradually 
replaced by turbines which offered much greater 
productivity. Turbines contributed to the development of a 
new form of energy in Geneva: pressurised water.  
From 1872, the pumps of the hydraulic Machine, re-built 
in1843 at the head of l’Ile, produced water of medium 
pressure for industrial use. The water fed hydraulic 
motors which in turn drove machine tools, presses, 
mixers and so on. Distribution of this new source of 
energy through canals allowed workshops to move inland 
away from the banks of the Rhône.  
The system was moved in 1886 to the Bâtiment des 
forces motrices (BFM). The increased pumping capacity 
contributed to the distribution of pressurised water to 
the countryside. At the same time, the BFM gradually 
supplied drinking water to the communes which until 
then had relied on natural sources or local pumping 
companies.  
6The advent of electricity
Towards the end of the 19th century, the hydraulic energy 
produced by the Bâtiment des forces motrices (BFM) was 
no longer able to meet the demand from industry. Geneva 
thus turned towards a rapidly developing new source of 
energy: electricity. For a long time, electricity had been 
regarded as a scientific curiosity; later its use became a 
mark of prestige. Its potential in numerous applications 
such as power generation, lighting, heating or electrolysis 
was only just beginning to be recognised at the turn of the 
century.   
The authorities decided to construct a hydroelectric plant 
at Chèvres, six kilometres downstream from the BFM.  
When it was commissioned in1895, the plant was the 
largest run-of-river installation in the world. Driven by 
powerful turbines, the 15 alternators produce electricity 
which is carried by underground cables mainly for public 
lighting, the trams and for the chemical industries in the 
area.   
Hydraulic power in Geneva today and in the future
Water no longer turns mill wheels in Geneva but drives 
turbines linked to generators in the hydroelectric stations to 
produce electricity. 
The Rhône is Geneva’s main source of energy. Three run-
of-the-river stations, Seujet, Verbois and Chancy-Pougny, 
provide about one quarter of the electricity needs of the 
Canton. Two other rivers are also exploited. Since 2007, a 
micro-plant has been installed at the old pumping station at 
Vessy on the Arve. On the banks of the Versoix at Richelien 
and la Vieille-Bâtie, two small independent plants sell their 
electricity to the Services industriels de Genève. 
And in the future? Further development of hydroelectricity in 
Geneva is limited. Already nearly fully exploited, the Rhône 
only offers a small additional potential which nevertheless 
seems to interest the Services industriels de Genève. The 
company is currently examining a project for a new dam at 
Conflans in the extreme west of the Canton which will in 
theory increase Geneva’s electricity production by 10%. 
The Arve’s low gradient offers few new prospects but the 
Versoix and the Allondon rivers may. While it is now no 
longer a question of huge dams such as those proposed in 
the 1930s, these two rivers could still offer several micro-
stations in the context of renewable energy development 
with a low ecological impact.  
